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TUITION INCREASES
Tuition, room, board
increase by 7.6%

by Ali ..

Siebenga

bodystze there are fewer people

For those returning to Dordt,

to distribute cost among. and

tuition
is again
on the
increase.
For the school year
92-93 tuition and room and
hoard wlll go up by $770 or by
7.6%. Tuition wlll tncrease by
$-650 from $7900 to $8550.
Room will iD8"ease f£&J:n $1000
to $1050 and board will go up
by $70 from $1250 to $1380.
ReaSODS for Increase
One of the main reasons is
financial
aid. According
to
Bernie De Wit. Vice President

therefore costs rise.
De Wit
satd.v'If we had 20 or 30 more
students
it would spread out
cost and there would be a
$1000 to $1100 decrease per
student:'
laflaUoa alld. tuitioD-For the past number
of
years. the cost of tuition has
risen faster than the rate of
inflation.
The question
Is.
"Why?"
According to De Wit there

for Business

are
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how the
training
has been
progesslng tor the b~se.
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columns. Observations,
Practically Reformed,
Overheard,& Free Press.

Look for these articles and much more
in the· April 9 issue
of the Diamond!
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Dordt

continues
to put more money
tnto financial aid because the
federal government
has put a
stop to Increases
in funding.
He also assures students that
the increase
in financial
aid
will benefit
all students.
according to individual need.
The amount of financial aid.
according to De Wit. Is dependant on the "amount of money
the college has available: .and
on the number
of students
who qualify.
A second reason for tuition
increases
is raises in faculty
and staff salary and benefit
packages.
This benefit packages Include health care. life
Insurance.
and faculty development
such
as summer
leaves. project grants and conference costs.
A third reason for a tuition
hike
is a decrease
In gift
income of $72 per student.
According
to De Wit. the
decrease results from an attttude within the eRe denomination that quotas no longer
need to be paid In full. When
quotas are not met, Dordt no
longer receives quota relief and
income goes down.
Finally. Dordt has not budgeted for more students
next
year. With a stagant
student

three basic reasons

Dordt tuition versus the rate of
inflation for the years 1987-1992
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for

this discrepancy.
The first is
the computerization
of campus. The computers
are an
ongoing cost for the college
and they require extra staff to
install
and maintain.
all of
which comes out of tuition.
A second
reason
is that
admissions
costs have gone
up. Dordt
now has
more
recruiters
than before who
travel more than before. Dordt
has also increased
mailings
and telephone calls to potenHal students. Although enrollment has remained
at about
1000+ students.
De Wit says
"Enrollment wouldn't be where
it is if we hadn't recruited as
aggreestvely as we have,"
The third reason tuttton has
risen faster
than inflation.
according
to De Wit.
is
because "almost all the offices
have more government regulations to be concerned
with.
which require
more personnel."
De Wit wants to assure students that Dordt ..tries to offer
what we think is state of the
art education
while sUU controlling cost.
Some costs are
beyond our control. however."
A good example of this would
be the Increased
government
regulations,

Inflation ra as co'np.reo trom EconOMIC too Cd'O'S Dccerooer '99'
fhe rate of
increase for Dorot iumcn compiled from previous Dordt catalogs by Ailsa Sieberqa

Tuition, Room and Board Comparisons
Among Private Christian Colleges
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Concerning
the Overheard
column.
I question
the dis-

cernment

of your staff. Upon

Investigating
the criteria
for
prInting
a quote
In the
Overheard
column, I discovered that the person quoted
does not have to be consulted. and that quotes may be
anonymously
submitted.
Although
the Overheard

column
and
tial

Is often

enjoyable,
time-bomb.

h urnoro us

It Is a potenSomethIng

that Is seemingly

humorous

has the possibility
to hurt
t h os e whom
the
quote
Involves. If these quotes are
never approved
by the pa rties Involved or verified by a
source,
you exercise
poor
Journal1sm
with the potential

to slander.
I realize
umn
Is
humorous

However,

the Overheard colIntended
to
be
and taken I1ghtly.
if a professor
is
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Overheard discernment questioned
Dear Editor,

COLLEGE
MARCH

out of context,

it may
be harmful
to him/her
In the
greater academic arena. Also,
a student's
reputation
may
be destroyed
by those seemingly
humorous
quotes.
Because
the source
of these
quotes
are not verified,
the
Overheard
column
has
potential
to be manipulated
by students
for their
own
gain as well as go beyond the
boundaries
of good humor
and Christian
playfulness.
I do enjoy the Overheard
column.
Often
it is funny
and makes
me laugh.
But I
cringe to thInk I could have
u n k n ow l n g l y laughed
at
someone
else's
expense.
I
would sleep better
kn owtn g
the Overheard
column
was
In the hands
of d ts cer n mg
students
who would
print
quotes responsibly.
Christine

Ealtors!·no~e;

I was silting
hit this topic. Just hold on and
at home today
listen to what I have to say.
th1nklng of
I've been spending every free
what hot topic
moment trying to find a decent
to wrtte about
Job. Along with this quest comes
this time. I
mllng out long appllcations and
thought that
questionnaires. Many of the
maybe I should
questions on these applications
provide some
deal with teaching methods and
Brenda J. Van Hal insights on
content of curriculum. Then
student teachthere's the pressing question.
Ing since I've Just completed
What does It mean to you that
seven weeks of teaching In both
Jesus is your personal Lord and
the Junior high and high school,
Savior?
but I figured that everyone on
Good question, I thought. I
campus wouldn't be interested.
know that I'm a professing
Then I thought. well, wrtte
member of the Christian
about how amazing God's I1ttle
Reformed Church and that I
lmagebearers realty are, but I
was bought for a price. But I've
figured that we're aIltmagebearnever had to concretely write
ers and we should know how
down what Jesus really means
amazing we are already so why
to me. I think everybody knows,
point out the obvious?
but not everybody says It.
So, I sat and pondered some
Nobody ever asked or pushed
more. I could wrtte about how
me to ever put down on paper
lnitatlng It Is when certatn peowhat I really think or belleve.
ple point out that I'm the only
. I sat and thought about what
one In a group of seniors that
- the application reviewers would
Isn't engaged and then proceed
I1ke to hear. I bet they l1ke buzzto give me a pIty party. Who
word filled applications that say
asked for a pity party anyway?
all the rtght things wtthout a
At least I don't have to spend
whole lot of meaning behind the
every free moment planning a
words. Then I thought, nab, I'm
wedding or trying to find a Job
being too crass. These people
wherever my future spouse
really love the Lord and sincerefinds one.
ly want to find the rtght person
I figured that wrttlng about
to disciple their ch1ldren.
weddings and the perpetual
So I decided to ans'¥er the
menta1tty that marriage Is all
question as genuinely as possiwould hit a few nelVes, so I
ble. But, is -it really necessary
decided to scratch that one too.
to express such deep, spiritually
Then It hit me. The defense of
personal convictions? Maybe it
the faith. I know, I know
Is Just good enough to walk wtth
Chuck, Dirk, and Brad have all
God. Maybe not.

Shoop
G i r Is
performance

Dear Editor,
WhIle reading Frank Schipper's
column in the last issue of the
Dt.aTnontL we were a bit insulted
to be told we had no legitimate
talent and, therefore,
had no
rtght to waste ...the audience's
time by "movIng our Ilps to
a prerecorded

not to prove how well we could
pretend to say "shoop shoop." We
didn't expect to win, either. We
were there to entertain and have
some fun while we were doing it.
Our act may have fit into the
, sorely lackIng
categories
of
drama
and
comedy.
And
one can never

.... ............ ........

.: : :..: : : : : : :.-: : : : :-

song
MUll

Ilke a
Vanllli

"What ever happened to building
each other Up?"

underesttmate
the value
of

wanna be." Of
comtc relief.
course, movMaybe this
ing our lips to
letter
is not
music
is no
.:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:••:.-: ••:••:.
nee e s s a ry.
great feat. But
Maybe we overour act did
rea
c ted.
not Just happen to end up on
Regardless
of how we react to
stage. We would like to ask a few this, we have one question: What
questions. Did our act make you
ever happened to bu1lding each
laugh? Were you entertained?
other up?
Could you tell we had put a lot of
"The Shoop-Shoop Girls"
time into the act? Did you see a
Maria Cupido
side of us that you had never
Krtstlan Westerhof
seen before?
Shelley Westhof
Yes, of course, the point was
Julie SCheffer

-van Belle

Hals of Truth

Shoopdefend

Apathy sickens student
Dear Edftor.
It seems to me that the focus of
many of the Diamond articles
this year have focused on issues
that Dordt must face in the
future if it is to maintain
its
Integrity as a Reformed Chrtstlan
institution. Many Important questions have been asked. some solutions proposed. Unfortunately, Ilttie has been accomplished. There
is a sickening apathetic
pallor
hanging over this campus. The
Dordt community Is a victim of Its
own self-created catch-22.
The Christian
Reformed
denomination
has rightly put a
strong emphasis upon distinctly
Chrtstlan education. And Dordt,
as one of the institutions
where
this Refonned education is practiced, finds its primary
constituency In the CRC and other
Reformed denominations.
And
herein Ites the problem. Dordt
students, in general. are so sick
of hearing what the Christian
schools have to say that they
close their eyes, ears, and minds
to anything "reformational" (or at
least to to anything using that
term).
Having come to Dordt with no
exposure to the Refonned tradition or to CaMnist theology, I am
qualified to vote Dordt a most
effective tool for meeting the challenges of a secularized
culture.
Yet too many students at Dordt
seem to miss this. They come to
Dorflt. spend a lot of money,
maybe get married,
graduate,
and get a Job. apparently havtng
learned nothing of what it means
to be completely refonnational.
And thIs Is a tragedy. A reforma-

tional biblical
worldview
Is a
marvelous tool for effective social
actfon.
Yet I faU to see the
Impact that Dordt should
be

making.
I honestly have no idea to remedy this situation.
Dordt Is
Dordt because
because
of its
fairly homogeneous
student
body and faculty. There Is strong
feeling of community in such a
group. I feel It myself. having
been adopted into the tradition.

Yet, this non-diversity may eventually cripple Dordt's witness.
There
Is a deftnlte
rIsk In
Increasing
the ethnic and confessional diversity of Dordt'e student body. It will bring new
ideas and opjntons.
But if our
reformational
worldvlew Is truly
biblical. It wtll stand up to any
challenges that a diverse student
body and the beliefs that accompany It may pose.
Paul Dalen

251 S. Main St.

20% discount for all Dordt students!
open every night Mon. - Fri. until 9:00
open Sat. night until 6:00

registry now avaifa6fe.
~ceive afree gift wlien you register.
13rU£a[
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Spend·time every day in play
primary ways that students should
discover the oneness, the wonder, the
r&Y
wonderful creation that God has
Brenda J.
madefor us. Blombergfeels that
'VanJW
play, this responding (or in Van Dyk's
terms, "unfolding of creation") is
1 spent the last two evenings at the
BJ. Haan Education Conference. The essential-in instruction and should be
keynote speaker, Dr. Douglas
a part of curriculum.
Blomberg, presented many interesting
1 questioned whether this is actually
ideas regarding curriculum and
possible in all areas of study, but
instruction. As a pre-service teacher, 1 Blomberg convinced me that play is
found Blomberg's ideas very refreshpossible in every discipline. Play
ing.
involves being immersed in the subject or activity. This play leads to
One of his major premises is that
"problem posing" orfiguring out
part of instruction should be play.
Blomberg considers play one of the
what one needs to find out. This

"problem posing in turn leads to what
Blomberg calls "purposeful responding." This "purposeful responding" is
what we are called to do- respond
and fulfill creation. This response then
leads tofurther immersion-more •
play-s-and thus the cycle of learning
is complete, yet continuous. Blomberg
says that this cycle adheres to a
Biblical view of knowing and is conducive to seeing the unity of God's
creation.
',
1 think that Blomberg has some very
interesting points that all Christian
teachers need to consider. 1 also think
that Blomberg's ideas are directly

related to the controversial view that
"the Kingdom of God is a party."
Blomberg says that play "celebratefs]
in joy just being alive and a part of
this rich and wonderful creation."
Similarly, 1 suggest that enjoying God
•and celebrating the majesty in His
world is something we as God's image
bearers should continually do. Not
just in church, not just in prayer, not
just in Bible study and not just in curriculum development. Enjoying God
and his world is a necessary part of
living on God's creation. So laugh,
pray, party, enjoy, worship, but don't
forget to play.

DC
deciding what would go and stay seemed like
walking on eggs.
Now that the week is over, I stand firm on one
Two weeks ago, someone .conclusion: in order to begin to understand the
direction in which Dordt is heading, one has to
suggested that we write a
know know the context in which Dordt is moving.
feature on college developIn other words, you have to be aware of what the
ment and direction. I forget who it was. Maybe it
was me. Anyway, whoever that person was, he
college's plans are holistically, understanding
didn't know what he would be getting us into.
what is going on, why, and how.
We interviewed seven men (couldn't find any
Is this possible? Can Dordt students become •
women) on the administrative cabinet: J.B. Hulst,
more aware of their ever-changing alma mater?
Jim Koldenhoven, Willis Alberda, Rockne
Yes. First, students can read"RENEWING OUR
McCarthy, Nick Kroeze, Lyle Gritters and the
VISION-A Strategic Plan for the 1990s," a
money man, Bernie De Wit. Each interview was
report finished by the Strategic Planning
supposed to assimilate a bit of information conCommittee, available to students from the
President's office. In this manual lies the overcerning a specific issue: the strategic plan for the
1990's, the core curriculum, the Studies Institute,
arching goals of this institution, including the
trends in education, and so on. That was the origi- . continuation of the things we're doing right, and
nal plan. Each interviewee had far more to share
plans on how to correct that which needs
than I expected, and I finished the week's interimprovement. Secondly, students can read the
views convinced that three of these men would
report presented to Dr. Hulst by the North Central
make powerful preachers of the gospel.
Association of Colleges and Schools. This report
It was tough organizing the features pages.
was offered by the accreditation team of four who
Compared to laying out pages, investigating and
visited Dordt in early November. The team found
researching was a walk in Children's Park. As
a lot of things they liked, and a few things they
we began outlining the pages, what occurred to
found questionable.
me was the impossibility of outlining the entire
I was impressed with the help and assistance
"plan of development" or "direction" which
the administration offered during the week of
Dordt will undertake over the next ten years.
interviews. They were concerned, friendly,
There was so much information to consider that
knowledgeable, and wise.
by Dirk Schouten

J

Excuse the humanistic perspective, but I'll sign
off this week stressing one more point about
Dordt's future: you don't have to be directly
involved in the changes that take place, but at
least understand that at any moment you can
make a difference. This is your college.
The Diamond is published
by students of Oordl ColieglO <:Oi"mnJols:.
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Ebbers hired as fundraiser

Who nose love? Cyraknows

br David Mahaffy

by Jennifer

Gesch
Cyrano De Bergerac swept
onto stage in the TePaske
Theatre March 5, 6 and 7 flauntIng his "treble waving plume,"
his visIble soul,- hIs panache.
Cyrano (Barry Funderberg) Is a
-daehtng monsteur,
a great
swordsman and most of all, a
romantic poet. His only fault and
major problem Is his nose. It
"proceeds me a quarter of a mile
in front to ,say 'don't love

This past January. Gerry
Ebbers had a chance to return
to the place he loved-Dordt
College. Although Ebbers graduated from Dordt In 1969, he still
felt very close to the college and

kept up contact through vtslts to
Sioux Center.

So when

Dordt

offered him the posItion of
Director of Development.
he
Jumped at the chance to come
back, thIs time as part of the
staff.

Cyrano."

After graduating from Dordt
with a degree In education,
Ebbers went tnto
teaching.
After a number
of years, he

shifted careers sllghtly when he
accepted

a position

at King's

College In Edmonton,
where he worked

Alberta,

for four years

helping that Institution
early years.

In Its

Ebbers'
new position
as
Director of Development at Dordt
represents
another change tn
.careers for him. While Ebbers
has never held a position like

"The
family
a t m o s p h e r e at
Dordt
probably
means
more
to
me now than
it
did when
I was
a student."
-Jerry
Ebbers

this before, he Is looking forward
to the challenge.
He has always
enjoyed contact
with people.
which Is a major part of his new

positIon.
In .hts new position

as

fund raiser. Ebbers has two main

responsIbilities:
organization

helpIng In the

of major

fundrals-

Ing campaigns
and helping
maintain contact with churches
that support Dordt College.
The two biggest fundralslng
campaigns Ebbers will work on
are the annual Sprtng and Fall
Drives. The Spring Drive works
to reduce the standIng debt on
Dordt's buildings. while funds
collected In the Fall Drive go for
operating expenses that aren't
covered by tuition.
.
Ebbers' work also Involves
extensive travel throughout the
U.S. and Canada, as he visits
various churches and people
who support Dordt. He finds
that many people ask about
Dordt students, which Is some-

thing he can't answer
.yet.
Ebbers Is looking forward to
changing this as he gets to know
more students.
The differences and similarities between today's student
body and students from his day
is one thing that Ebbers has
especially noted in his return to
Dordt. While he says many of
the s tude nts attitudes
have
changed, he Is also surprtsed at
the level of commitment to God
and service he finds in today's
students.
Ebbers
Is quite
impressed with the number of
service opportunlUes Dordt students have through organizations such as PLIA.
Probably the one thing Ebbers
likes most about Dordt Is Its
fanlily atmosphere. "It probably
means more to me now than it
did when I was a student."
Ebbers remarked. "It's neat to be
part of It.-

"Creative styling for men and women"
l"l

Renae VISSCher,OwnerlStylist
GretaVan Zee, Stylist
Julie Ten Napel, Stylist
Janelle Goslinga, Stylist

iClBI!!I'
I-J:o~rs:

IImL -1but: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
FJi • SIlt.: 9 a.m. . 5p.m. •

722-0008
<

251 N. Main Ste. 208

NOWINOURNEW
LOCATION IN

CENIRE MAIL!

But alas, he loves Roxanne
(Michelle VanderLey), the most
charming
female in all of
France. They are "great friends"
but nothing
more because
Roxanne is in love with a handsome but stupid guard named
ChrIstian
de
Neuvlllette
(MIchael Partridge). Christian
needs help to woo Roxanne, and
Cyrano searches for a way to
express his love without confronting her.
So Cluistlan and Cyrano form
a collaboration.
Cyrano gives
Christian
the words
and
Christian gives the words shape

Renowned
organist
conducts
master
classes
Internationally
renowned
organist Russel Saunders of the
Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, New York, will conduct master class sessions at
Dordt College on March 13 and
14. Twenty-one students will
perfonn selections for Professor
saunders' critique in Friday eessIons from 4-5 p.m. and 7-8
p.rn., and in Saturday sessions
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1-5
p.m. Audience observation for
any of the sessions is free.
Known as an excellent artistteacher, Saunders has conducted master classes for colleges.
universities,
and churches
throughout the UnIted States
and Canada and for American
Guild of OrganIsts (AGO) chapters. His students consistently
win major competitions, IncludIng those of the National
American Guild of Organists and
international competitions.
Saunders holds bachelors and
masters of music degrees from
Drake UnIverslly. He was professor of organ and church music
at First Christian Church on
Drake's Campus before taking
up his current
position
at
Eastman
in 1967. He was
awarded an honorary doctor of
music degree from Drake in
1977.

and meaning for Roxanne. The
villain of the play Is Monseigneur
De Gulche (Sam Gesch) who
desperately wants Roxanne to
marry him, but whose love goes
unrequited.
Although the play contains
many humorous
sections. it
ends tragically when Roxanne
finds out that it was Cyrano's
words that made her love
Christian who has been dead for
15 years. In her sorrow as
Cyrano dies she says, -I never
loved, but once. And now I must
lose twice."
The cast of this play was one
of the biggest ever for Dordt theatre: 48 actors and in all about
70 people involved in the production.
One of the hardest things for
director Dr. Koldenhoven to deal
with was not being able-to practice in New World Theatre
because of lack of space. Once
the production moved to the
TePaske Theatre, things feil Into
place for what may possibly have
been Koldenhoven's last production as director.

Because of the size of the cast,
the costuming was a phenomenal task. ShIrley Malhels and
her seamstresses worked long
hours altering, repairing and
creating costumes. They produced a wide array of costumes
authentic to the time period of
the play.
The intricate set design had Its
own message which related
dtrectly to the drama. Designed
by John Hofland, It Incorporated
5 different scenes with minimal
changes. The play began on the
front section of the stage: gradually the bright curtains dropped
away and the stage got bigger
and drearter stgnuying the gradual loss of Cyrano's dream.
Tragedy overtook frlvollly and
comedy.
Koldenhoven
said he was
tmpressed with the sound design
done by Barry Funderberg. WIth
the combination
of the costumes, the set, the sound, and
especIally
the
acting,
Koldenhoven said that the production exceeded his best Imagining of the text.

Update from Student Forum
by Janet

Kooiman

Kabba's sister's visit

Ski trip

Twenty..slx. students went on
Anticipation Is growing for the the ski trip to Mankato, MN.
visit by Alice Koroma, Kabba's They had a good time. and we
sister. It has been a long pro- hope to do this again next year In
cess with a lot of papers Signed. late JanuaI)' or early February.
letters written. ·and prayers
Blood bank
said.
As Pastor
Draayer
explained, . "I never dreamed it
The blood bank will be here
would take this long and Involve
on April I from 9:00 a.m, to
this much work."
We would like to thank Pastor 4:00 p.m. Watch for further
Draayer and Suzanne Kokfor tnfonnatlon In th~ Today.
their many hours of work.
A few unexpected costs have Elections
come up, so there will be anothElections
for next year's
er fundraiser
in the near
Student Forum will be held
future. Pastor Draayer hopes
April 15 and 16. If you would
Kabba's sister, will be here
before May, so she can see like to represent the student
Dordt In action and so that stu- body and have a lot of fun,
dents will have a chance to watch out for more news conce
the election.
meet her.
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NEW 5 5
Ninth

annual

Why
New
Sc
Students

arshlps

For

to provide quality
services and benefits to the
Sioux Center community."
MI'C Foundation Inc .. estabDr. Hulst expressed
his
appreciation to the foundation.
lished In 1990 by the Mutual
"'We'vealways enjoyed a cooperTelephone Company of Sioux
Center. has created scholar- ative relationship with the Sioux
ships for area students attendCenter community
and have
ing Dordt and Northwestern col- ' been able to do things together
leges. An annual donation of that we couldn't do separately."
said Hulst. "That has also been
$16.000 to both schools wIll
true with °MTC; they've been
fund the MTC Foundation
very supportive of the Christian
Scholarships.
academic
program
here at
Beginning with the 1992-93
Dordt."
school year. each college will
For more tnfonnatlon on the
award three $1.000 scholarscholarships.
contact
the
ships annually
to incoming
Diamond at 722-6431
or
freshmen from the Sioux Center
Lavonne
Bolkema
In the
exchange area (722). Provided
advancement office.
that students
maintaIn
a 3.0
CPA and are otherwise In good
Postma To Perfonn Recital
standing at the school. they will
be able to renew the scholarships for a maximum of four
Junior Lanelle Postma will
perform an organ recital on
years.
. Ross Vernon. a 54-year veterFrtday afternoon. March 13. at
an
of Mutual
Telephone
3:00. In the chapel.
Company who Is the finn's vice
A native of Ireton,
Iowa,
Postma is an elementary edupresIdent and general man~er.
said the scholarships are ahothcatton major and Is mtnortng f..
er way for his business to serve
music. Postma has spent five
the area. "Everything we've tried
semesters
studying
music
to do over the last fifty years under Dr. Joan Rtngerwole.
The recital will include a varihas been to build and enhance
our communtty. Through the ety of classical works: "Scherzo
MTC Foundation we can focus from Symphony No.4" by \Vidor.
on areas that improve the quali"Cartllon de weetmtnster"
by
ty of life In SIoux Center. It Is
Louis Vieme, and other selecour hope that the foundation
tlons. The recital is free.
0

continue

B.J.

Haan

teach

by Emily Kroese
Faculty,
students,
and
area teachers
packed
C 160
March 9 and 10 for the nInth
annual B,J, Haan Educational
Conference.
The theme
for
this year's
conference
was
"Why Teach
it That Way? The RelationshIp
Between
Curriculum
and Inetr-uction."
The featured speaker for both
evenings
was
Dr.
Doug
Blomberg. a curriculum
development expert for the Mount
Evelyn Christian
School in
Melbourne. Australia.
Dr. Blomberg emphasized
that curriculum
Is not Just
the
content
of a lesson;'
rather.
curriculum
-se ts the
character
of the relationship
between
teacher
and. student," Blomberg noted that in
many classes
today, content
takes
precedence
over
instruction.
This emphasis on
content leads to the basic lecture-test
method of teaching.
where the teacher
acts as a
"glorified
radio
station."
Blomberg
urges teachers
to
break this traditional
mold
and become leaders who help

Educational

Conference:

i t t hat

way?

"Creation is
too exciting to
be treated as
'did that,
been here,
ho-hum.'"
y Dr. Douglas Blomberg

students
actively explore creation. "Cr-ea t ton," according
to Blomberg,
"is too exciting
to be treated
as 'd Id that.
been here. he-hum."
The B.J. Haan Educational
Conference
was established
to advance the cause of drs-

tlnctive
Christian
teaching
as demonstrated
In the life
of its namesake,
Rev. B.J.
Haan.
Haan has been active
In C'h r l s t l an education
in
many ways, including
acting
as president
of Dordt College
from 1955 to 1982.

Customer
Appreciation coupon
from the Sioux Center

Pizza Hut®

photo by Dirk Sehoul.n

Frank Schippers demonstrates the same daring style and keen precision in his
water balloon antics as in his column writing.
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Striving for a
Vision:
What's in Dordt's
Future?

by Dirk Schouten
According
to Dr. James
Koldenhoven
and Dr. Willis

topics of creation. culture. and
the role of a student
of
Chrtstlan higher education. The
other maJor change tn the core
requirements will be. a move
toward integration.
The move to Include a 6 pack
is the most dynamic idea in the
Educational

would
tn cl ude two
dealing with creation

courses
(the ere-

English

to col-

to Dr.

Kolden-

200 and the science

requirement?
Is there a logical
tie between them? Does anyone

able. laminated oak furniture.
This furniture will make building

questions:
.
g. #1. How old Is the furniture

their closets are In need of renavation. Well a renovation Is Just what

furniture In different ways. The
closets will remain about the

currently being used In North

North Hall will gel

same size but they will have new number

Hall ?
A If you said centuries old, you
are Incorrect. The right answer Is
27 years old.
Q. #2. Have guys always lived tn

In order to upgrade Dordt's oncampus
living
conditions,
Bernard DeWit, Dordt's VlcePresident
of Business
Affairs.

fronts.
The plan Is to get first floor
done this summer and renovate
second and third floors the fol-

Dean
Kroeze
and
George
Hoekstra, Dordt's Physical Plant

lowing summer. The lounge Is Students. His new title Is Vice
also receiving new carpeting this President
of Student
Affairs.
summer. and the first floor cell- The Dean of Students position
may be brought back later. once
tng Is undergotng repairs.
So what about East and West the campus community Is larger.
Halls? A stncere sony to the girls The second change Is the resurwho will live In East next year, facing of the position of Director
but no renovations are planned of Resident Life.

College

the following

trivia

North Hall since It was built In
1965?
A. The answer Is no. North Hall

was Originally occupied by girls
and West Hall was occupied by
guys. When East Hall was built
In 1969, the girls moved out of
North Into East. allowing West to
once agatn be a co-ed donn as It
was before erection of North Hall.
g. #3. How much will It cost to
renovate North Hall?
A $300,000
Why all the trMa? As the resl-

dents of North know their living

Director,

have planned

a com-

plete renovation of North Hall's
ancient furnishings. Say goodbye
to the dilapidated dressers and
closet doors hanging on one
hinge, because as of next year, at
least first floor will have new

stackable

furniture-Just

like

Calvin College and Notre Dame.
While investigating options as
to which furniture would be the
most economic and versatile,

they chose Ott Equtpment
Marketing Inc. for their stack-

of lofts

unnecessary

because

by Julie DeBoer

start

packing

some positions

tinued

that are discon-

or picked

up for any

of administrative
reasons.
Most recently,
Student
Services
is undergoing
some

changes.
Is

no

FIrst, Dr. Nick Kroeze
longer

the

Dean

of

When news of hiring was made

your bags for North Hall either. It available through advertising tn
has been decided that guys will such publications as the Banner
remain the residents there. Next and the Journal for National
year's West Hall residents
can Education, many wondered
If
look forward to new sinks, coun-

tertops, softer water, and better
water pressure.

ing, speech and comprehension. In addition,
student's
skills, work and progress would
-be assessed from time to time.
Koldenhoven
also stressed
Dordt's goal to endow students

core

requirements

had

a

further developed purpose than
simply 'servlceable
mstght."
According to Koldenhoven, the
Curriculum
Task Force (which
is working on core course alteraU-ons) recently
stated
that,
Dordt should prepare students
to be "competent, eating, compassionate and responsible ser-

vants of God.'
Dr. Wlllis Alberda, Dean of
Natural
answered

Sciences,
also
questions
about the

need for changes

In the GER.

He mentioned
that trends
in
education
and changes in our
(see CURRICULUM, p. 12)

criticisms-no

At Dordt College there are

lofts can be created by stacking

as of yet. Don't

stu-

dent's skills tn the area of wrtt-

Chan 9 es in 0 rd e r fo r
Student Services

contllilons aren't in the best shape.
Their dressers have drawers that
don't slide In their grooves, they
have desks in poor conditions, and

Hall and Dordt

faculty would work together to
both Improve and maintain

the

course

core requirements
will also
become more Integrated.
"The
faculty Is moving towards Integrating all core courses so that
there wtll be a clearer relationship between them. It seems to
me that although
the current
system Is working, there Is no
rhyme or reason or coherence
among these courses. What's
the
relationship
between

buffsl Consider

they

an introductory
According

of North

Together,

with serviceable Insight. but
added that the document which
would explain the changes In

hoven. Dean of Humanities. the

Attention residents

department.

would regulate students'
competency
throughout
a broad
range of categories."
The core

aUonal structure). two courses
dealing with culture (direction,
or man's response to creation),
lege, and GEN 300.

Renovations for North Hall

When asked how this Integra-

tion
would
come
about,
Kolderihoven
mentioned
the
course requirements
over the : development
of a core faculty
which would work together to
next few years. These changes
the core courses
will not take place until the fall Interconnect
of 1993, but once finalized, will and their purposes. He added,
core
faculty
would
Include a basic 6 pack; a half "This
from each
dozen courses addressing the Include members

(General

by Beth Trieu

draw lines between the (courses}?" said Kolden-hoven.

Alberda, Important changes will
occur In Dordt students' core

Requirements). The six courses

North Hal/Is scheduled t: undergo renovations due to deteriorating facilities.

DIAMOND
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Core Requirements to move
towards integration

reform taking place In the GER

photo by Fr.nk SeNPI*'
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now would be the time for the
administration
to amend one of
the accreditation
committee's

women

on the

Student Services staff
However. the new face on staff

will be a man. This Is not for a
lack of trytng on the administration's part. The position
was
offered to several women who
weren't Interested, so they sim-

ply took the next qua1ll1edapplicant.

According to Kroeze, though.
there

have been

no reports

of

female students having difficulty
approachtng anyone on the current Student

Services

staff.

In

fact, he points out that the
majority of students seeking the
campus counselor are females.
He also reminds
us that the
R.D.s and R.As are an impor-

tant part of the Student Services
staff that "have acted In a listening and advising role" for many
campus residents.
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Accreditation recommendations
The North Central
Association for Colleges
and Schools has voted to
continue

the accredtta-

tton of Dordt. The team
whtch Visited the campus last semester was
Impressed with the way
In which Dordl fulfilled
Its mandate. Their report
also lists six items of
"sufficient importance
that they require institutional atlentton." It Is
these issues
which
Dordt must address In
the
coming
years,
according to the NCA.
The concerns follow:

'Ihrouqh. the
eyes of tlie

administration:
Our ~formed vision
",
F'

"'

"".

Dr.Hulst stresses that in
order to understand
Dordt's strategic direction we must understand the context in
which the college moves
toward decision making
and eventual change.

1. There Is unneces-

sary ambIguity In the
presentation of details
about faculty's contractual relattons.
2. The curricular plan- ,
Ding process
shows
tntentionalJty and connection With institutional mission, but, .. rnore
should be done 10 permit
teaching faculty to help
shape the direction and
implementation
of pro-

""Od

7

photoby

Dirk Schouten

gram inlttattves.
"Renewing Our Vision" and the North Central report are two
3. There Is concern do.cuments available in Dr.-1#Jlst's office fOl students to read.
tlin t'fie pro es lonal
staff In Student Affatrs Is too to faculty teaching beyond their operallon of Dordt College. but
small to meet the needs of a areas of expertise; there are too trustees have to be very careful
large resident populatton,
and
Dordt still has no full-time
women among the professional

many instances of four preparalions in a semester.
5. The college needs to give more

not to confuse vtgtlant ad herence to religious tenets with the
inquisition of faculty concerning

Student At)'aIrs staff.
4. There Is evidence that the
curriculum Is spread too thIn

structure for the advising of students beyond the freshman year.
6. Trustee partlclpallon In the
Interviewing of staff Is regarded

social and politlcal atlltudes.

over a small faculty. There are
numerous majors and this leads

as an essential

element

(from· Report OJA Vtsft
To

Dord.t

COUege ... -)

What are we trying to
do with these courses;
introduce a discipline
or introduce students
to the basic components of discipleship...or both?
-Dr. Jim Koldenhoven

In the

New personnel
coming in student services
and the Iibra.ry
by Val Ruter
At the start of the next school

year, Dordt students will be seeIng new staff members in both
Student Services and the college

Regarding
Student
Services:
Dean
Kroeze believes that
Dordt College women
are comfortable with
the professional male
members in Student
services.

library.

According to Dr. Nick Kroeze.
Vice President
for Student
Alfalrs. Dordt College has hired a
Director of ResIdent LIfe. The
director's main duttes will be to
arrange housing assignments,
supervise residence buildings,
train
and
supervise
the
Residence Life Staff, and work

with tnternatlonal and minority
students.

The DRL has been hired as a
replacement
fo r
Jan
Schregardus. who held that position until her departure after the
1989-90
school year.
Since

(see STAFF,p. 12)

Dr. McCarthy says
future
plans
will
include a Campus
Center which
will
become the focal
point of administrative duties.
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c

staff

Ron: "I'm getting a
"What do you' if you
have no cheekmarriage license
Monday."
bones?"
Dave: "Is that like a .:. Michelle Vander Ley
driver's
license?"
during a discussion of
Ron: "Well, it elimhow to apply blush at a
inates movtnqvto'Cyrena dress rehearsal.
lations!'"
.
.:- Ron Van Baale talk"You'll have to
ling to Dave Cornelder.
excuse me; I've
.
b e erra little weird
Ron is engaged to be
married over Spring
lately."
.:. Sam Gesch
Break.
"Talk to Mr. Hall.
He's always walking
off with the huit."
-:-Julie De Young
regarding???????

"What does it mean
to win?"
.:.Jeff De Boer reflecting on his own's life's
insanity.

"Who cares?"
-:-Prof Veldkamp in
response to a student's
question, "What are we
going to do with this
when we grow up?"

"You couldn't afford
me, baby."
.:. Nikki Van
Wyngaarden talking
about her self-worth.

"Man, I wish I was a
guy."
·:·Maria Cupido very
late one Saturday night
in a cemetery.
"So Laurie, are you
going home for
Spring Break?"
.:- Mavis Runia talking
to Laurie Hekman at
the PLiA Retreat.
"I'm waiting
for her
to raise her hand."
.:-John Kroeze talking
about Dr. Vander Ark's
attempt at getting the
audience to settle
down at the B.J. Haan
Education Conference.
Kroeze is referring to
Dr. John Van Dyk's
method of quieting his
classes to begin work.

"I've got hair for
days."
"Well, I'm glad to
hear it isn't just
temporary
hair."
.:. Michelle Vander Ley
and Kelli Haaksma at
another Cyrano
rehearsal.
"You know, I haven't
seen many unmarked
police cars lately.
But I guess that
would be because
they're unmarked."
.:. Lanelle Postma with
another late-breaking
news bulletin.

"The library actually has some books."
.:. A student talking
about the Dordt
Library.
"There's no such
thing as guilt-it's
al psychological."
.:. Kalvin Parman
"Cars are like
women-you
want
one, but once you
have one, they're
nothing but problems and a whole
lot of money."
-:-Thomas Rogers talkling of his girl problems.
"l know "m a pain
in the butt to live
with, I live with
myself everyday."
.:-Christy Brander
talking about rooming
next year.
"But they're not
going to give me a
shot, right?"
.:. said Dirk Schouten
three times in the
emergency room while
getting treated for a
broken wrist and posstbly-controntinq
his
mortal fear.
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To DrInk or Not to DrInk-This
Is NOT the Question

Following Chuck De Groat's
article on drtnking and the several reactions to his main thesis.
I would dare say that everyone
may have missed the point, the
essence of the problem. I really
appreciated the article and the
responses to it. At Dordt, we
have the freedom to discuss the
subject openly and respectfully.
But we should stop trying to
eIther ratlona1Jze or use contemporary culture to make excuses
for our own personal opinions.
Drinking

substances

carbonated

COlUMNS

watery

in Sioux County

does not make it more accept-

able than getting drunk in an
English Pub. The point is not
how culturally. legally or phtlosophlcally acceptable drinking
is, but what Is the normative
way of drinking. and how self
controlled we are. Those who
take radical positions on both
sides of the matter should
remember that there is an Inter-

f"e!!!ateyositlon (the Christian
approachf called "the normatJve"-ID moderation.
Insincere abstinence and
over-indulgence equally avoid
the normative way. Excessive
ingestion of any liquid or solid
carry the-same condemnation.
The excessive ingestion of alcohol interferes with our metabolic
functions. causes an imbalance
In our
servo-mechanism,
destroys neurons. and may even
affect our liver.-We ali should
consider these facts very seriously. But what about drtnklng
too much Coca-Cola or coffee?
Remember that the apostle Paul
said. "Let your moderation be
known to all men" (phil. 4:5). If
we do not learn how to control
ourselves Inwardly there Is little
chance that a set of rules will do
it. Therefore. my brothers and
sisters, concentrate
on what
realiy matters. We should be
longing to be fulfilled with the
Spirit rather than with sptrtts.
This Is the heart of the matter.
The problem is that In our
excessive care for our children
we discourage responsible boldness. The result Is spirltual apathy and alienation. And to finish
this rather intcodcatlng matter. I
would like to finish With an
observation by C.S. Lewis concerning the right attitude on the
subject:
"One of the marks of a certain
type of man is that he cannot
give up a thtng htmself without
wanting everyone to give It up.
1ltat Is not the Christian way. An
indtvldual Christian may see fit

Vander

Kreek

Lately I have been missing
some of my friends back home. I
miss that transcendental affinity
that surpasses any demonstration 'of affection or concern of
our temporary companions. I
miss their understanding
in
Urnes like this ...when one feels
discouraged, confused or tired.
Do you have a friend? I mean
a real friend, and not Just a colleague 'or a buddy? Do you have
a friend that you can count on at
any time. one that.crtttctzes.
challenges, and at the same time
upholds you? Do you have a
friend who doesn't condition his
commitment to the friendship to
your temporal moods or Ideas?
Do u ave friend who takes
you as you are, sees you as a
sovereign diplomat of another
Independent country-freed from
contexts and preconceptions?
Do you have a friend who may
vehemently disagree with you.
but sees the same truth?
One of the greatest blessings

avenge himself after the fashion
so famlUar among our modern
intelligentsia. He contlnued to
feel-indeed
he taught me to
endeavor to feel with him-at
once a human affection and a
rich relish for his antediluvian
aunts. his mlll-owning uncles.
his mother's servants. the postman on our roads, and the cottagers whom we met on our
walks. What he called the
"Homely" was the natural food
both of his heart and his tmagtnation. A bright hearth seen
through an open door as we
passed, a train of ducks following a brawny farmer's wife, a
drill of cabbages in a suburban
garden-these were things that
never failed to move him, even
to ecstacy, and he never found
them incompatible
with his
admiration
for Proust.
or
Wyndham Lewis. or Ptcasso....
Durtng the early years of our
acquaintance he was (as always)
a Christian, and I was an athe1st. But though (God forgive me)
i bombarded him with ali the
thin artillery of a seventeen year
old rationalist, I never made any
impression on his faith-a faith
both vague and confused. and
in -some ways too indulgent to
our common weaknesses. but
inexpugnable. He remains victor
in that debate. it Is i who have
come around. The thing Is sym-

of my life has been a few falthful
friends that have made my life
more meaningful. They are hard
to come by. but what a differenee Just one good friend makes.
As I was writing these lines. I
remembered one of my favorite
observations that Lewis made
about his lifelong friend. Arthur
Greeves, with whom he corre"ponded for 47 years:
"Until I met him, and durtng
my frequent absences. his postnon was much the same as that
of an imagmauve boy In one of
our public schools. Yet he never
showed me any inclination to

bolie or much In our Joint his tory. He was not a clever boy. He
was even a dull boy. I was a
scholar. He had no 'ideas.' I
bubbled over With them. But
this Is not the truth. Lcould give
concepts. logic, facts, arguments. but he had feelings to
offer. feelings which most mysteriously-for
he was always
very inarlicuiate-he taught me
to share. Hence. In our commerce, I dealt In superficies. but
he In solids. I learned charity
from him and fatled, for all my
efforts. to teach him any arrogance In return."

to give up all sorts of things for
special reasons-marriage,
or
meat. or beer. or the cinema;
but the moments he starts saying
thot these thtngs are bad themselves. or looking down his nose
at other people who do use them,
he has taken the wrong turning."
Do You lfave •. Friend?
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Reaching for the World
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"Ton named All-American
t...
t ""

I

i

I
f

by Matthew Belmen

Her final run was Just
behind her pace of
the preliminary round
and
she
finished
sixth. Sixth In the
top-done what most
nation. With this finathletes
can
only
Ish. Ton was an AlIdream of. Patti Boer
American selection.
and Vanda Broek-De
When Ton found
Stlgter In volleyball,
out that she was AllCreg Van Soelen In
American. she said
basketball and Jerold
she
was'
simply
Wynia, Harv Vander"excited and that It
burgt,
and
Sheri
was so fun to be on
Veurtnk tn track. One
that podium.'
more athlete at Dordt
With outdoor season
has reached Ihe pincoming up Ton is
nacle of excellence In
looking forward to
college
athletics.
competing In her .speFrances Ton.
clalty-the
-800m.
Bethel College In
"After running
In
Minneapolis. Ton ran
Kansas CIIy, my goal
the 600m In a time of
Is to go to the finals
1:30, one second off
In outdoor nationals
the quallfytng time for ..........,
_
In Vancouver.
It
seems tough but ... '
nationals
which was Fran Ton was named Ali-American after a sixth place finish at the national meet In Kansas City
Fran Ton is one of
over the weekend. She is Dordt's first All-American in track since Sheri Veurink in 1984,
the most impressive
to Improve In Kansas City to was great.'
so we walked over to the mar1:27:23. Coach Altena comrunners
to come to Dordt
meet her goal of making
Ton, who started
In lane
shalling area but we couldn't
mented that 'I knew she had It College, The Ontario native finfinals. Once again. Ton came three. was able to cut to the see the times. All of a,sudden
In her but her time was three ishes her indoor career not
through.
"'. Inside after the first lap. With Theresa called my name and seconds off her time from last ontY as an AI -American, 'but
"I knew I was in a fast heat
450 meters to go, she was in she had this big smile on her week and in a 600 that is a lot also with· five Dordt records to
because. the girl in lane two second place. Ton held that
face, and I knew I had made of time." Ton was seeded fifth her name. Next year, Ton's picwas ranked
number
one,"
place but was not sure how finals. The only thing was, I and she said "It was kind of ture
and
name
will be
When asked whether knowing she fared against the rest of wasn't sure what the'standard
fun knowing I even beat some- enshrined In the gymnasium
there was someone faster was the competition in other heats,
was for All-American, but at one going into finals." In the with the other athletes who
positive. she replied "For sure.
"Theresa (Van Zee) and I went the moment I was Just happy to finals, Ton was up against run- have been recognized nationalI'm a slow starter and I knew I up to Coach Altena to find out be In the finals,"
n ers
from
Ohio,
Texas,
ly for their exceptional talent
would have to get out fast. She . how I did. but he was not sure,
Ton's time was an amazing Colorado, and South Dakota.
and dedication to their sport.
In the gymnasium 18
a cabinet wIth plctures of athletes who
have reached the

,
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Men's volleyball begins at Dordt
Team will compete for regional title Apr. 4
by Matthew Belmen

Last weekend, the men's
volleyball team travelled to
Graceland College In LamonI.
Dordt. which is entered In the
second highest division based
on competitiveness and skill,
had their work cut out for
them In their first major tournament. Placed In the same
division as Gr a ce la n de JV
team and the University of
Iowa, the Defenders
knew
they would have a tough time
against some stiff competition.
The team played four matches with each match consisting
of two games up to eleven,
Dordt found It hard to hit Its
stride In such short games but
managed to give every team a
tough match. Facing Graceland
In the
Initial match.
the
Defenders found It tough goIng
against the more experienced
team. Although the teams were
evenly matched talent Wise,
Graceland's experience was a
factor as the Defenders lost
both games.

The rest of the day Dordt had
trouble finding their winning
ways. Dordt's newest team.
which has been practicing for
two weeks, finished Ilfth In their
pool and did not qualtfy for playoffs. The team Is scheduled to
play In the regional championships on AprtI fourth with the
winning team trevelltng to Las
Vegas
for
the
National
Championships.
Tonight In Dordt's gymnasium.
the student body will be able to
get their first glimpse of men's
volleyball. The team will be playIng the 1991 Iowa Games volleyball champions
from Orange
City. Last year the two teams
met in Orange City where the
Defenders were defeated 2-1.
This year's rematch will prove to
be close as Dordt will have their
whole team present, Game time
Is 6:00 p.m.
This Is the tIrst time Dordt has
produced a men's volleyball
team In Intercollegiate competition. In the future, the team will
be up against the likes of ISU,
Grinnell, and other NCAAteams.

DIamondStaff Women'.
Basketball Player of the Year.
The Diamond has chosen senior Lisa
Wubben, a Central Minnesota Christian High
graduate, as the Lady Defender's player of the
year. Wubben, a power forward, was a key
player all season long In helping the team to
the DIvision II. District 15 championship
game. Wubben, a strong rebound and scorer,
ran the floor well and played tough defense.
Her year end statistics Included 14 points per
game, and 10 rebounds per showtng. Wubben
was the team's inspirational leader as nothIng stood In the way of her getting the job
done.

DIamond Staff lien'.
Basketball Player of the Year,
Brian Sipma, a Junior business administration major, has been chosen as the Diamond
staff male player of the year. Slpma, a second
year vartslly player, found a spot In the starting rotation for the Defenders in December.
A 6'3- forward, Stpma. a tenacious rebounder, was defensively and offensIvelydescribed
- as "a tireless workhorse" in an earlier
Dianwnd. issue. The Lynden, WA native was
the team's spark plug all season long.
Although Sipma didn't lead the team In any
offense categories, he was cIted for his contrtbutlons not evident In the statistics.
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Lady Defenders reach milestone as season ends
by Mike Dyker
The Dordt
College
Lady
Defenders opened playoff action
saturday, Feb, 29, with a game
against
the Tetkyo- Westmar
Lady Eagles, This game marked
the third time in two months

that the teams met.
The game started out as the
previous two meetings hadwith both

teams

playing

tight

defense and forcing turnovers.
Ten minutes into the game.
Dordt was able to musjer a five
point lead, 13-8, The teams
then played evenly as the the

Lady Defenders

were able to

hold onto a 22-19 lead with four
minutes
left In the half. The
women from LeMars
fought
their way back and took a 25-24
lead before
the half ended.
Throughout the first half, Dordt

struggled to contain Westmar's
center, Jill Freklng. who pulled
down 10 rebounds.
Dordt made adjustments
at
the haH and were able to effectively shut down Freklng, but
the Ught pressure defense by
the Lady Eagles did not let up.
Both teams fought back and

forth for the first ten minutes of
the second
half, with Dordt
gaining
a 40-38
edge with

under ten minutes to play. Both
teams refused to fold and Dordt
could not shake the feisty visitors. Beth Hollander
made a
three-point play with about five
minutes to play to stretch the
Dordtlead to 49-45.
At the 3: 12 mark forward Lisa
Wubben made the second of two

straight baskets to stretch the
lead to 52-46. The Lady Eagles
turned up the heat again to cut
the lead to 54-52. This set the
stage for late game heroics by
back-up
guard Laura Vander
Zee. Dordt's
starting
point
guard,
Tawnia Vander veen.
had fouled out of the gaine earlier, so Vander Zee was called to
duty, and rose to the occasion,
Icing the game with her first two
free throws of the season with
under a minute left in the game.
Dordt
added
two more free
throws and won the tense game
58-52.
LouAnn BoIkema led the scoring with 18, followed by Lisa
Wubben
with
15, and JIll

Bousema adding 10. Dordt then
owned a slim 36-35 rebounding
edge with Beth Hollander
rtp'ptng down 11 and keeping Jll1
Freklng off the glass. Wubben
also had a strong game. falling
one rebound short of her -season
average of 10.
Defense was the name of the
game as Dordt was held to 2259 shooting for 37 percent and
Telkyo-Westmar
struggled even
more with 18-65 shooting for a
28 percent cl1p.
The win moved the Lady
Defenders
into a District
15
Division 11 championship
game
with a trip 10 the National
Tournament
in Oregon on the
line. Dordt's opponent was an
extremely
talented
team from
Cedar Rapids,
Mount Mercy.
The Mustangs
came into the
game outs coring their opponents by an average 80~60 and
were assured of an at-large bid
because of their number three
ranking in the last AP National
Poll.
Things did not look good for
the women from Sioux Center
because
of
a slow start.
Perhaps
the six hour van trip
had-a-ttrtng
effect-orr-the-Lad
Defenders. The Mustangs came
out hot and nailed early three
pointers to stake a 14-2 lead.
Dordt fought back and trailed
14-8 when Mt. Mercy started
another
offensive
roll which
stretched
the lead to 27-8.
Dordt again fought back, but
were turned
away every time
they got within striking
distance. The lead at half was 5234 and the Lady Defenders
came out of the locker room
knowing they had a long road
ahead since Mt. Mercy, had not

lost a game all
season
when
they
were
ahead
at half
time.
Mt. Mercy
came out in the
second
half
intent on holdIng their lead
and scored two
straight
baskets to stretch
the lead to 5634.
The
Mustang
lead
grew
to
as
much
as 21
and was never
under IS, but
the
Lady
Defenders
didn't give up
as they played
evenly with Mt.
Mercy,
not
allowing them
to run
away
with the game.
Dordt
was able
to cut the lead
to 15 for a very.
re s p e eta bl e

ph010 by Jeff DeBoer

Jill Bousema shoots for two in
•

a game ear-

Iler thiS season

SC'OTe of 85--70 -agatrrs-t the
nationally
ranked team. After
the game Coach Len Rhoda commen ted on how happy he was to
see the Lady Defenders
play
their hearts out after their discouragtng start. Rhoda said, ..It
would have been easy to quit
and let the game end, but all our
women continued
to play hard
and push all the way to the
end."
Dordt closes the season With
an 18~10 record, marking the
end of the careers
of three
women
for Dordt
College.

Forward-Lisa Wubben capped off
a stellar career with 22 points
and 8 rebounds. Guard LouAnn
Bolkema threw in 15 points and
grabbed six rebounds In her college finale and Dordt's all-time
leading scorer, Jill Bousema was
limited to nine points against
the much taller Mt. Mercy team.
In the seniors'
four years at
Dordt the women's basketball
program enjoyed four winning
seasons, broke many team and
individual records, and achieved
a first-ever entry in the Dtstrtct
15 championshIp game.

Men bow out of playoffs
The Diamond would like to
wish its readers an enjoyable, fun-filled, responsibly
playful, measle-less
and
safe Spring Break! •

by Joel Faber
The Defenders finished their
season on Saturday,
Feb. 29,
wtth a distrtct semi-final loss to
Telkyo-Westmar.
Playing
at
Westmar,
the Defenders
were
hoping to avenge a heartbreaking
loss to the Eagles last month.
Both teams opened the game
with
good
shooling.
The
Defenders pulled ahead thanks
to strong offensive rebounding
and a number of Eagle turnovers
which resulted
in fast-break
points for the black and yellow.
At half-time, Dordtled 41-37.
In the second half. Te lkyoWestmar used pressure defense.
a htgh-tech fast-break, and wise
shot selection to close the gap.
With less than ten minutes left,
the Eagles took the lead on a
successful three point play. The

Eagles capitalized on a load of (8.3). Along with Van Essen,
Defender
turnovers,
building
senior Brian Drtesen was named
their lead to five points. With two
to the district
all-star
team.
minutes
to play, Tony Parker,
Driesen and sophomore
Mark
Eagle center,
threw down a Van Gorp followed Van Essen in
thunderous dunk which algrufled
Ihe scortng category with 12.7
that Terkyo-westmar had swung
and
12.6 points
per game,
the momentum their way.
respectively.
In the last two minutes, the
"I think the biggest part of this
Defenders had several opportuniseason was the amoun t of close
ties to close the gap, but faIled
games we lost ." Coach Vander
on consecutive
three-point
Berg said. referring
to nine
attempts. The Eagles capttalized
games which were lost by under
at the free throw line and won
ten points.
the playoff game, 78-74. The . The Defenders now look to next
Defenders finished the year at 9- year's season. The team will lose
16.
senior Brian Drtese n. but will
Season htghlights
Included
gain valuable players from the
Craig Veurtnk's finishing fourth
junior varsity team. "The returnin the nation in free-throw shootIng players gained a 101 of expertIng percentage (.901). Freshman
ence this year." said Vander
Dave Van Essen led the team in Berg, "It will definitely help for _
scoring (J 5.4) and rebounding
next year."
.io.
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More staff coming for student
services and information
services
(cont. from p. 7)
left, the posItion

Services.
an
extension
of
Director of Library. Dr. Douglas
received word" on March 9 that
Rtbbe n s,
Dor dts
current
Director of Library, will retire folCurtis Taylor has accepted the
contract offered him.
' lowing thts' semester.
As VPIS, McDonald wtll also
Taylor Is a 1987 graduate of
atm to 'carry out the integration
CaMn College, where he was a
of both administrative
and acaresident assistant as well as an
computing."
said
admissions assistant. He was a demic
Academic
Dean
Rockne
graduate student at Mtc~tgan
McCarthy.
'Dordt has always
Slate University before accepting
been on the cutting edge of coma position as a full time resident
director at the Untveretty
of puter use and technology. This
system wtU enhance that develWashington. While at UW Tayler
opment and facilltate the learnwas In charge of a residence hall
that housed 700 people, which Is
ing experience."
The new Integrated computer
almost four times as many stusystem could help tie computing
dents as there are In North Hall.
"He's very excited about comdirectly
to
the classroom
through McDonald's work wtth
ing here." said Kroeze. "He sees
faculty. 'Before, a campus in the
some definite ways that he can
help on this campus."
middle of a cornfield could easily
become
isolated,"
said
Dr. Nick Kroeze says no 1nitlal
replacement was hired for two McCarthy, 'but this Is no longer
the case. We want a student at
reasons. "The first year. we were
unable to find a sullable replaceDordt College to have the same
opportunities
as a student
at,
ment. so we felt we'd Just go
say, the University of Chicago
without for a year, gtv1ng others
might have.'
a chance to apply for the job."
McCarthy said It may one day
said Kroeze. "And during the
be possible for a student to visit
second year there were budget
a professor's
office and ask a
restraints."
Kroeze went on to
question about wWch courses to
say that the board has now
take, and for the professor
to
given permission
to fill the
answer that question by consultvacancy.
Ing the student's me on the comIn the nearly two years since
Schregardus
left Dordt,
the
puter data base rtgb t In the
office. In addition, the Business
responsibilities of her office have
Office would have access to the
been "divided up among other
same file for billing purposes. In
members of the Student Services
this way, both academic
and
Staff." according
to Kroeze.
admInIstrative computing would
Pastor Don Draayer has given
be coordinated.
housing
assignments.
Mark
"There will always be someone
Chrtettans has worked with the
Residence Life Staff, and Ron' who asks, 'Is this Jusl1f1ed?'
Should
we be spending
the
Rynders has supervised.
money?"
said McCarthy.
He
Kroeze has also had to handle
answered
the questions
he
more disciplinary matters alone.
"Now that a Director of Resident
raised by saying. "The end result
wtIl be it's one of the costs of
Life has been hired, I will receive
having an institution
that can
a lot more assistance with dtsctpltne," he said. Since the DRL enhance
learning
both Inside
will handle residence halls disciand ou tside the classroom."
Dordt's future Vice President
plinary action. Kroeze said the
for Information Services. Joseph
htrtng of a new director will allow
McDonald, is currently Director
him to "focus on the 'bigger
Issues.· ..
of Libraries
at Pepperdine
University In Malibu, CA. He has
In addition to filltng Schregmuillple
degrees,
Including
a
ardus's
post, Taylor wlll take
over Vickie Vander Kwaak's postPh.D. in Information
Systems
Management
and Design from
tton working with International
Drexel University. McDonald has
and minority students.
Vander
extensive experience at vartous
Kwaak plans to step down as
college I1brarles and on currtcuAssistant
for International
lum committees,
and has pubStudents when she and her IamI1shed several articles in profesIly move to Des Moines
at
semester's end.
sional journals.
"There are not a lot of people
F1lttng the DRL position 'ought
that have the skills McDonald
not affect tuition at all." said
has. and he shares
the same
Kroeze when asked about costs.
perspective that Dordt has," sald
"ThIs position has remained In
McCarthy of the new Vice presithebudget for six years.'
den l. '1 think
tl's a sign of
Dordt College's new employee
Dordt'e ablllty to attract some of
in the Itbrary will be Dr. Joseph
McDonald, who wtll serve as Vice
the best people in the country."
President
for
Information

remained vacant until Kroeze
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Let·s Be Fr.ank

Staff:

Schregardus

DORDT

I'll admit,
my
past
article
was somewhat criti-I, cal of cer" . taln
s tu-'
,i'
dents.
S· 0 m e Urnes
I
don't take
into consideration
the feelings
of the IndivIduals
I wrtle
about. To those whom I have
personally
offended,
I would
like to make
a number
of
potnts. My observations,
criticisms. and conclusions
were
never meant to be personal.
However, considering how people sllll r eac t. perhaps
I'll
have to reconstruct
my writing
style and purpose. I do have to
live up to my column nameI've got to be Frank.
Now let's get onto really
Important matters.
ThIs issue. I would like to
address a specific date on our
school calendar.
Good Friday.
The thing
that bothers
me
about Good Friday Is the way
we treat
It here
at Dordt.
Strnp ly put, the manner
in
which Ocod Frtday Is observed
here at Dordt College conflicts
wtlh
what
thIs
college
believes.
To any Christian.
Good Friday Is an Important
day on the calendar.
On that
day. millions
of Christians
around
the world meditate
and reflect on the suffering
and crucifixion of Christ. But
here at Dordt, the bastion
of

Curriculum:
Courses should
be integrated
(conI. from p.6)
technological
society demand
that we continually
reform
our educational procedures to
better fit goals and student
needs.
However, like Koldenhoven.
Alberda put more emphasis
on the need for students
to
understand
that their courses
are not only to teach them
facts and figures. "The things
students
are learning should
have a connection to the rest
of the dlsclpllnes,
the bigger
world, and the Ilfe they will
become
involved
in
as
Chrtstlans,"
he says. Alberda
added that there should be a
relationship
between the different learning experiences
a
student encounters
at Dordt.
Integrating
the core courses
would be one way of improving this interrelatedness.

reformational,
Kuyperian
thought.
Good Frtday
Is an
important
date
in another
sense as weIl.
We all get up and go to
class.
An Inconsistency?
I think
so.
Let me compare this current
fiasco to a hypothetical
sttualion,
albetl
farfetched,
to
explain
my point.
Let's say
that
Instead
of
takIng
Christmas
break
from
December
21 to January
14.
we took it from November 27
to December
15. We would

Why do we
have classes
on a day
when we
should be
remembering
the suffering
of Christ?
con ttn ue

classes
through
Christmas
Day and New Year's
Day.
I dare
say that
this
would not go over to well in the
circles of our parents.
facuity,
and ever beloved constituents
(we wouldn't like It either).
My question is this. Why do
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by Frank

Schippers

we have classes on a day when
we should be remembering
the
suffering
oJ Christ?
Or does
Dordte administration
really
think that, well. hey, celebratIng Easter
Sunday
Is good
enough?
We have no religion without
the cross.
So, using the creativity which got me this Job
as a columnist,
I will offer
some
suggestions
which
I
think might help ratify this
problem
and
return
Good
Friday. as a day, to the status
whIch It should
hold-especially at a Christian college.
1. We could Just get the day
off. SImple solullon.
2. Students
and faculty
could report
for school
one
day sooner
after ChrIstmas
break.
This should not be a
problem for either of the parlies tnvolved.
3. We could spend an extra
day In class at the end of the
semester.
(I don't know about
you, but I wanna go home at
the year's end.)
4. We come to school a day
early In the fall. Why not? I'm
usually sick of It at home by
the end of August anyway.
6. At least we could hold a
commemorative
chapel on that
day. even if we still have to go
to classes afterwards.
Spring Break advice
I must put in my
Spring Break.
If you
avoid measles and skin
go to Winnipeg. where
get neither. Guaranteed.

$.02 on
want to
cancer.
you will

THE PIZZA RANCH
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,--with this coupon
:LARGE
PIZZA ...$9.99:
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I Expires 4/9/92
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THEPIZZARANCH

Coupons not valid ·with delivery

Tuesday night all you can eat buffet

_

I

5:00-7:30

Thank you for your support during the year'
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Hours:
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11 a.m. - midnight
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Delivery Hours:

Mon.-Thurs. - 5 p.m.-1 0:30 p.m.
Fri.·Sat. - 5 p.m.·ll :30 p.m.

